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We are following that one paper from Knudsen called Configuration
spaces in algebraic topology.

Let me write down an outline:

• Definitions and goals;

• Motivation;

• Configuration spaces of Rn and S1;

• Fir properties

Definition .. — For a topological space X, the configuration space of
ordered points in X is the subspace of Xk :

Confk(X) B {(x1, . . . , xk)/∀i , jxi , xj}

with the subspace topology.

We can observe that there is an evident a�ion of Σk on Confk(X)
by permuting the indices. Explicitely, I mean

(σ, (x1, . . . , xk)) 7−→ (xσ(1), . . . , xσ(k))

Definition .. — The unordered configuration space of X is the quo-
tient

Bk(X) B (Confk(X))Σk
.

The goal of Ben’s paper is to underand the topology of these
configuration spaces through the underanding of their homotopy
groups and (co)homology groups. In particular in the case where X is
a manifold.
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 motivation

. Invariants

Mo of this paper ju uses pretty elementary algebraic topology. And
I think there is some categorical flavour.

Basically some people udy configuration spaces really I think
because they give good homeomorphism invariants of spaces: for ex-
ample in knot theory. Let me give you some of this motivation. And I
should follow his numbering, I am going to try to follow it. Sometimes
I am going to quote him because he has some slogans.

Here is a slogan: ‘The homotopy type of a fixed configuration space
is a homeomorphism invariant of the background manifold’. Ok, let us
see some example.

Examples:

• B2(Rm) ' B2(Rn) if and only if m = n.

• B2(T2 − ∗) ; B2(R2 − S0). But T2 − ∗ ' S1 ∨ S1 ' R2 − S0.

This indicates that configuration spaces are sensitive to proper
homotopy types.

Here is the be example, I think it is a really nice example.
Lens spaces: for p, q relatively prime

L(p, q) B D2 × S1 qT2 D2 × S1

where the torus is embedding either via the identity or along a (p, q)-
knot.

� Theorem . (Reidemeier). — One has

• L(p, q1) ' L(p, q2) if and only if q1q2 = ±n2(modp);

• L(p, q1) � L(p, q2) if and only if q1 = ±q±1
2 (modp).

� Theorem . (Longoni-Salvatore). — They show that

Conf2(L(7, 1)) ; Conf2(L(7, 2))

but L(7, 1) ' L(7, 2) and L(7, 1) � L(7, 2).

. Braids

There is a very nice presentation of the group

π1(Bk(R
2))

as braids.





. Embeddings

A) The space of framed (= re�ilinear) embeddings from qkRn to
Rn is homotopy equivalent to Confk(Rn). The colle�ion of these
spaces forms a topological operad called En;

B) There is this thing called fa�orisation homology: take the ruc-
ture of an En-algebra locolly on a manifold and pae it globally.
I probably won’t say very much. Fa�orisation homology probes
a space by sending points to this manifold;

C) One more thing: embedding calculus. The idea is you have
Emb(M, N) and you have an approximation tower T1Emb(M, N),←
T2Emb(M, N)← . . . etc. Each time you get closer and closer to
Emb(M, N).

 configuration spaces of examples

We have

I) Confk(∅) B ∅ if k > 0 and ∗ otherwise;

II) Conf0(X) B ∗;

III) Confk(∗) B ∅ if k > 1 and ∗ otherwise;

IV) Confk(R) ' qΣn
∗ and Bk(R) ' ∗. Precisely, one can homeomorph-

ically map Bk((0, 1)) to the space ∆k of tuples (t0, . . . , tk) in (0, 1)
with

∑
ti = 1. This map is the ‘gap’ map sending (x1 < · · · < xk)

to (x1, x2 − x1, . . . , xk − xk−1, 1 − xk).

V) In general Confk(Rn) is not known. But Conf2(Rn) ' Sn−1 and
B2(Rn) ' RPn−1. To see this, map homoemorphically Conf2(Rn)

to Sn−1 × R>0 × Rn by sending

(x1, x2) 7−→
(
x2 − x1

||x2 − x1||
, ||x2 − x1||,

x1 + x2

2

)

VI) Confk(S1) is known. It is homotopy equivalent to qΣk−1
S1. And

Bk(S1) ' S1.

I sugge you give your udents the exercice of computing Conf2(S1)

because it’s all about cutting and paing: Conf2(S1) = T2 −
diag ' S1. And B2(S1) is homotopy equivalent to a Möbius Band.
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